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Spontaneous coherent pulsations in ring-laser oscillators

Lee W. Casperson*

Department of Electrical Engineering, Portland State University, Portland, Oregon 97207

Received June 25, 1984; accepted August 27, 1984

Complex spontaneous-pulsation phenomena have been reported in xenon lasers operating at 3.51-um wavelength,
and a theoretical explanation for these effects has been given. However, the published models contain various sim-
plifications and have so far yielded only qualitative agreement with xenon-laser experiments. Reported here is
a more rigorous analytical model, which for the first time provides quantitative agreement with experimental obser-
vations. This model should also find direct application in interpreting or predicting the behavior of other sponta-
neously pulsing laser systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a laser with time-independent pumping and cavity loss
rates, it is usually expected that a cw output beam will be
produced. There are, however, many exceptions to this rule,
and accounting for the experimentally observed instabilities
has for many years been an active area of research. One of the
first explanations suggested in investigations of laser insta-
bilities was that the underlying equations are themselves
unstable. This idea was proposed by Gurtovnik in 1958 in
connection with transient effects in homogeneously broadened
masers.1 He discovered that there is the possibility of a basic
coherent instability in the semiclassical maser equations. A
few years later, these results were extended and applied to the
pulsations observed in ruby lasers by Uspenskii, Korobkin,
Grasyuk, and Oraevskii. 2-6 However, it was recognized, by
the Russian authors at least, that the conditions for obtaining
spontaneous coherent pulsations in single-mode homoge-
neously broadened lasers might be too severe to be satisfied
in most practical lasers.7 Nevertheless, theoretical research
on this subject has continued up to the present, and a more
detailed historical overview is given in Ref. 8.

In spite of the negative theoretical results concerning
spontaneous coherent pulsations in homogeneously broadened
lasers, experimentalists have continued over the years to turn
up simple laser systems that pulse spontaneously. In many
cases, the cause of the pulsations has been difficult to deter-
mine or has never been discovered. The most important la-
sers in this context are the xenon and helium-xenon systems.
Some time ago, this author discovered a curious pulsation in-
stability that can afflict an otherwise well-behaved xenon
laser.9-"1 The instability sometimes manifests itself by the
output of the laser being in the form of a highly periodic pulse
train. Under other conditions, the pulsations become much
more noiselike in character, and the transition from uniform
pulsations to chaotic pulsations may involve a period-doubling
effect. More recently, higher-order period-multiplying
transitions have also been reported.12 Even when periodic
pulsations are observed, the individual pulses often have a
complex structure consisting of a dominant leading pulse
followed by smaller echoes. At the time of the first experi-
ments, no model was available that could account for this

wealth of curious phenomena, and it was known that with
ordinary rate-equation models no undamped pulsations
should occur at all.10,116

Eventually, a semiclassical model was developed that was
able to account in a qualitative way for several of the observed
effects.1 This model includes independent lifetimes for the
field in the cavity, the polarization, and the upper and lower
laser levels, as well as an arbitrary level of Doppler broadening.
The significance of the work was that it showed for the first
time that the Lamb equations for an inhomogeneously
broadened laser possess a low threshold instability. With
reasonable values for the various parameters, the model pre-
dicts undamped pulsations of about the same frequency as
that observed in the xenon-laser experiments. For both the
standing-wave and traveling-wave lasers, the pulses are fol-
lowed by damped trains of echo pulses. This theoretical echo
behavior shows some resemblance to the xenon experiments
mentioned above, but the quantitative discrepancies are
substantial enough to cast some doubts on the predictive
ability of the model.

In spite of the previously mentioned reservations, it has
been deemed worthwhile to attempt to extract from the the-
oretical model at least a semi-intuitive physical interpretation
for the pulsation instability. One result of such studies is that
it is helpful to interpret the pulsations in terms of a mode-
splitting effect.17"18 In this effect, a high level of dispersion
can make possible the existence of several frequencies all
having the same average wavelength. In the case of an in-
homogeneously broadened laser, extremely strong dispersion
may occur in the wings of the transition line and also for
frequencies near the frequency of a saturating mode, and, as
a consequence, the mode may split into several different
frequencies.'9

With the recent increased interest in the subject12 20-32 and
the increase in high-quality published data concerning the
instability in xenon, 220 24 28

,31 it becomes worthwhile to de-
velop a theoretical model that can provide something better
than the qualitative agreement with data that has been pos-
sible heretofore. The development of such a model consti-
tutes most of the content of this paper. In Section 2, a Max-
well-Schr6dinger semiclassical analysis is applied to a ring-
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laser oscillator. In this formulation, the model includes several
improvements over our previous treatment." A purely
mathematical improvement is that the electric-field ampli-
tude is expressed in terms of its real and imaginary parts
rather than its magnitude and phase. Although this modi-
fication sounds trivial, it eliminates some difficulties in the
numerical integration procedures. There are also several
physical improvements. For example, in our earlier model,
it was assumed, following Lamb,33 that atoms in the upper
laser level can decay spontaneously but only to someplace
other than the lower laser level. In fact, however, most
spontaneous decays of the upper laser level in xenon take place
directly to the lower level, and, in the present model, an ar-
bitrary branching ratio is possible. Another important im-
provement is the inclusion of the velocity-changing collisions
that lead to spectral cross relaxation in Doppler-broadened
lasers. A normalized version of the model is obtained in
Section 3.

Before any meaningful transient solutions can be at-
tempted, it is necessary to obtain physically realistic values
for all the parameters involved. Included in Section 4 is a
systematic discussion of these parameters, and an attempt is
made to deduce the best values based on published studies of
the xenon laser. Except with respect to spectral cross relax-
ation, all the necessary xenon-laser parameters can be deter-
mined with uncertainties of at most a few percent. Several
representative solutions of the laser equations are discussed
in Section 5, including the effects of detuning and pressure
variations. Within their range of applicability, the equations
seem to provide quantitative agreement with available ex-
perimental data. Other results of interest concern the in-
crease in average power when pulsations occur and also the
existence of many discrete regions of chaotic oscillation.

2. THEORY

The starting point for this analysis is a set of Maxwell-
Schrodinger equations that is similar to the set used in pre-
vious studies of spontaneous pulsations. As written here,
these equations most closely resemble the starting set in Ref.
18, where inhomogeneous broadening owing to both the
Doppler effect and to a distribution of intrinsic resonance
frequencies has been included. Thus the equations for the
time and space dependence of the density matrix are

( + a) Pab(V, C, Z, t) = - (wa + 'Y)Pab(V, Cmas Z, t)

4'
- -E(z, t)[paa(V, Wa, Z, t) - bb(V, Wa, ZaI t)Z ,

h

(+ Va Paa(V, Wa Z t)

at 0z;

= a(U, Wa,z, t) -a Paa (V Wa, Z, t)

+ [ E(z, t)Pba(V, Wa, z, t) + c.c.J

- f Fa (, V)Paa (, Wa, Z, t)dv'

+ fra(V, V)Paa(V, wa, z, t)dv',

(1)

(2)

at+ az Pbb(V, oa, Z, t)

- Xb(V , Wa, Z t) - Tbpbb(V, Wa, z, t) + YabPaa(V, (a, z, t)

-| L E(z, t)Pba(V, Wa, z, t) + c-c-]

- f rb(v, V)pbb(V, Wa, z, t)dv'

+ frb(v, V')pbb(V', Wa, Z, t)dv',

Pba(V, Wa, Zt) = Pab*(V, Wm
0

a Z, t),

(3)

(4)

where the subscripts a and b denote the upper and lower laser
levels, respectively, Ta and Yb are the total decay rates for
these levels, Yab is the rate of direct decays from level a to level
b, y = (Ya + Yb) 1

2 + Yph is the decay rate for the off-diagonal
elements with Tph the rate of phase interrupting collisions,
Xa and Xb are the pumping rates, and Woa is the center fre-
quency of the laser transition for members of an atomic or
molecular class a. For the case of a single-isotope xenon laser,
all the atoms have the same center frequency, so that wa would
be a constant throughout the calculation. However, it seems
likely that similar pulsations will be identified in lasers with
other types of inhomogeneous broadening, so the possibility
of a distribution of wa's is retained here initially. It should
also be noted that at least a few discrete values of wa would be
required for a realistic description of an ordinary multi-isotope
xenon laser.

The meani ig of the spectral-cross-relaxation terms of Eqs.
(2) and (3) can be best explained by examining a single rep-
resentative term. Thus the function ra (v', v)dv' represents
the rate at which atoms in level a having velocities between
v and v + dv will be bumped by means of a collision into a new.
velocity range between v' and v' + dv'. Conversely, the last
integral in Eq. (2) shows atoms in level a being bumped from
all possible velocities back into the range between v and v +
dv. Similar cross-relaxation integrals have been employed
previously in rate-equation treatments of several types of gas
lasers, including at least He-Ne,34 '35 CO2,3 6 CO,3 7 and
xenon3 5 41; and the same ideas have also been employed in
semiclassical laser studies.4 2 Spectral cross relaxation can
also occur in non-Doppler lasers, and, if necessary, the integrals
in Eqs. (2) and (3) could be generalized to include processes
that redistribute the intrinsic center frequencies wa.

To complete the semiclassical model, the Schr6dinger-
equation-based density-matrix equations that have already
been written must be joined by a Maxwell-equation-based
equation for the electric field. The wave equation for the
electric field of a linearly polarized wave in a laser medium can
be written as

a2 E(z, t) aE(z, t) a2 E(z, t) 02P(z, t)

dZ 2 -Mo¢ at yo0_° - t2 ° /.U t2

(5)

The polarization driving this equation can be related back to
the off-diagonal density-matrix elements by

P(z, t) = f f pPab(V, Wa, z, t)dvdcoa + c.c. (6)

Equations (1)-(6) are now a complete set from which the time
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and space dependences of the electric field can be determined,
subject to the boundary conditions at the resonator mir-
rors.

The simplest solutions of Eqs. (1)-(6) are those that apply
to one-directional ring lasers, in which both the electric field
and the polarization are traveling waves. If the losses in a ring
laser can be considered to be uniformly distributed, then the
rapid time and space variations in Eqs. (1)-(6) can be factored
out by means of the substitutions

E(z, t) = - E'(t)exp(ikz - it) + c.c.,
2

(7)

Pab (V, Wa, z, t) = P'(v, coa, t)exp(ikz - it)/2,u. (8)

With the usual rotating-wave approximation these substitu-
tions lead to the new set

a t) = i(w - Wa - kv)P'(v, Wa, t) - yP'(v, a, t)
at

- - E'(z, t)[paa(V, a, t)- bb(V, Wa, t)J,
h

(9)

a = t)Xa(V, Wa, t) - YaPaa(V, Wa t)at

+ i^ [E'(t)P'* (v, co., t)
4h

-E'* (t)P'(v, wc,, t)]

- a(V, V)Paa(V, Wa t)dv'

+ fra (v, V')paa( W, oa, t)dv', (10)

aPbb(V, °a, t
t = Xb(v, Wa, t) - Ybpbb(V, 'wa, t)

at

+ TabPaa(V, Wga, t)- . [E'(t)P'*(v, Wa, t)
4h

-E'*(t)P'(v, w,, t)]

-f rb(V', V)Pbb(v, Wa, t)dv'

+ 3 Pb (V, V')pbb(v, W, t)dv',

dE'(t) E'(t)

- +i(w - Q)E'(t)

2ei'oL o . P'(v, ,,, t)dvdca.

(11)

(12)

In the field equation, the losses are represented by the cavity
lifetime t, higher-order derivatives are neglected, and the
results are applied to a laser of background permittivity eo and
optical length I in a cavity of length L.

The polarization amplitude P'(v, wa, t) and the field am-
plitude E'(t) appearing in Eqs. (9)-(12) are complex quan-
tities. To proceed with the analysis, it is helpful if each of
these complex quantities can be expressed in terms of two real
quantities. These may be the amplitudes and phases of .P'
and E' or the real and imaginary parts of the same parameters.
Mixed combinations are possible too, and some authors choose

to work with the amplitude and phase of the field together
with the real and imaginary parts of the polarization. We find
it simplest to use only real and imaginary parts in the forms
P = Pr + iPi and E' = Er + iEi. With these substitutions
Eqs. (9)-(12) become

Ot = (c - ,,,- kv)Pi - yP + EiD,
at h

Pi = ( - co.-kv)Pr-yPi- ErD,
at h

aD 'Ya+ Yab + Yb
Xa - Xb- + D

at 2

_Ya + Yab -b M +! (EPi -EiPr)
2 h

-2 X ra(V, v)(M + D)dv'

+ ra (v, v') (M + D)dv'

+ f rb(v', V)(M - D)dv'

- rb (V, V')(M - D)dv',

(13)

'(14)

(15)

at = -a + b-za Yab -b D - 'Ya - Yab + YbM
at = +X 2 2

- 3 ra (v', v)(M + D)dv'

+ 2 f ra(V, v')(M + D)dv'

- rb (v', v)(M - D)dv'

+ 2 Xfrb (v, v')(M - D)dv', (16)

dEr Er ___ 

dt 2t (a' Q)Ei- 2EOLJ o S- d

(17)

dEi Et + Q)Er + wol - Prdvdw,
dt 2t, 2EOL fO 

(18)

where we have also introduced the population difference D
= Paa - Pbb and sum M = Paa + Pbb, and, for brevity, the
arguments of most of the dependent variables are not ex-
plicitly indicated.

Next, it is necessary to make some assumptions about the
form of the spectral cross-relaxation kernels. For simplicity
we consider the cross-relaxation integrals to apply to "strong"
collisions in which the final velocities are distributed randomly
across the Doppler profile. Weak velocity-changing collisions
primarily broaden the effective homogeneous line shape, and
such collisions will be considered below. The strong-collision
kernels can thus be written as

ra(v, v') = ra exp(-v 2 /u2 ), (19)
url/2
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rb(V, V') = rb exp(-v2 1u2 ), (20)

where, for example, ra is the total rate at which atoms in level

a undergo strong velocity-changing collisions and u is the most

probable speed of the atoms. With these substitutions, Eqs.

(15) and (16) for the population difference and sum reduce

to

aD _ Ya' + Yab +Yb'D
-= Xa - Xb - _

at 2

_Ya' + Yab-bM +(ErPiEiPr)

2 h

+ 2wra1 exp(-u 21U2) SM +Ddv'

- rb " exp(-v
2

/u
2
) r(M-D)dv',

2url2 J
(21)

-= Xa + Xb -Ya Yab b'D a ab+Yb M

at 2 2

+ ra exp (- v21U2) S(M +Ddv'
2u~rl/ 2 f

+ rb exp(-v 2 /u2 ) (M-D)dv',
2uw"l2 f

(22)

where the modified decay rates are defined by Ya' = Ya + ra
and Yb' = yb + rb. Equations (13), (14), (17), (18), (21), and

(22) form the mathematical basis for all the following calcu-
lations.

3. NORMALIZED EQUATIONS

As a first step in reducing the semiclassical model, it is helpful

to rewrite the equations in a normalized form. With an ap-

propriate normalization, these equations are notationally

simpler, and they are more clearly expressed in terms of ex-

perimentally accessible parameters. A particularly conve-
nient normalization can be obtained from the steady-state
version of the governing equations.

The steady-state forms of Eqs. (13), (14), (21), and (22)

are

0 = -(w wa-kv)PiPr + yP EiD, (23)

1~~~~~~

O = (W - Wa -kV)PrY-Pi- ED (24)
h

0 = X_ - Xb - 2a + ab + Yb D

_Ya'+ Yab - Yb' M+ 1 (EP -EiPr)
2 h

+ 2usr 2 exp(-v 2
/u

2 ) f(M + D)dv'

2uir 1/2 
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= X" + b-z 'Y'- Yb tb' D -'. -a 'Yb zb M

0 +b zr l exp(v2 2

+ 2ur 11 exp(-v 21U2) J(M +D)dv'

+ rb exp(-v
2 /u

2 ) (M-D)dv'.
2url/2 f (26)

Equations (23) and (24) can be solved for the polarizations Pr

and Pi, and the results are

p =A 2
D [(co -,wa - kv)/y]Er + Ei

Pr h 1 + [(c k - -kv)/ly] 2

At2 D [(co - W, - kv)Iy]Ei - Er
P =-

- yh 1 + [(c -a-kv)/y] 2

With these substitutions, Eqs. (25) and (26) become

O = _a A _b -Ya' + Yab + Yb'D
0=Xa~~~b 2

_Ya + Yab Yb M-

2

(27)

(28)

,u 2D Er 2 + Ei
2

yh2 1 + [(w - wa - kv)/y]2

+ Pa exp(-v
2 /u2 ) (M + D)dv'

2ujrl/2 

e b-xp(-v 21U2)3 (M - Dd'
2url/

2
f

(29)

0= Xa Xb Ya' - Yab - Yb' D

Ya - Yab + Yb'M

2

ra exp(-V
2
/U

2
) (M + D)dv'

+2wir"
2 exp(-v

2 /u
2
) f(M - D)dv'. (30)

The next step in the analysis is to obtain formal solutions

for the population parameters D and M. For compactness

it is helpful to define the new pump rates

Xa' = [La + a (M + D)dv"] exp(-v
2
/u

2 ),

[|Lb + f 3 (M-D)dv exp(-V
2
/U

2
) 

Xb' = IL b b+ ___ __ __ __

(31)

(32)

where the Gaussian velocity distribution in the pump func-

tions has been factored out according to

Xa = La exp(-v2/u2)/Url/
2 ,

Xb = Lb exp(-v2/u2)Iuirl/2.

(33)

(34)

With this notation Eqs. (29) and (30) simplify to

= Xa-Xb- Ya'+ Yab + Yb' D - 'Ya + Yab Yb' M
2 2

t2D Er2 + Ei2

,yh2 1 + [(w - wa - kv)/7]2
(35)

Ya -Yab-Yb' Ya 'Yab + 'Yb'
0 = Xa + I~b' - 2 D- 2

(36)
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If M is eliminated between these equations, one finds that the
population difference can be written as

D = (1 - Yab/Yb')(Xa'/Ya') - Xb'IYb'
1 + (Ar2 + Ai 2)/[l + ( - ,- kv)

2
/y

2
]

where we have introduced the normalized real and imaginary
field components

Ar = (Ya'j- Yb + b' '/2 gEr

= (a'-Tab + Yb')1/2 iEj
2AYiYa"Yb = h

(38)

(39)

Alternatively, one could express the saturation denominator
in Eq. (37) in terms of the field intensity AA* = Ar

2 + Ai 2.
It is helpful now to write the dynamic equations of the laser

in terms of the normalized field amplitudes that have been
defined in Eqs. (38) and (39). Doing this also leads to the
useful new normalization for the polarization, population, and
pump terms

tcol (Ya' - Yb + Yb'1/2 P
Pi(V, U) = uy EOL h 2 ,Ya 'Yb ) P(V, Wa),

(40)

P tol A (Ya' - Yab +Yb' 1/2
Pr(VU)EUY oL h 2'YYYb') r (V, W,

D(V, U)= z W Do(v, lI)

M(V, U) = eutc c)o1 /L
2

M~
eoLh

X (V, U) =EUtcWOlU 22 X(V Wa)

MM U) utcwoltO M
coLh

Xb(V, U) = Xb(V, a),
eoLh

OD X - b-Ya' + ab + Yb' D

at 2

'Y.' + Yb-Yb'
M

2

+ 2
,y.'Yb' (ArPi - AiPr)

Ya' - Yab + Yb'

+ 2 E 2 exp(-E 2
V2

) (M+D)dV'

-2r
1 2 exp ( E2V2)J' (M - D)dV', (50)

am a + b -Ya' -Yab Yb'D Ya' - Yab + Yb'
at a b 2 D- 2 

+2 ,1 /2exp (-E2V2)J (M +D)dV'erb r
+ a exp (-2V2) r(MD)dV, (51)

at, = - JA + 6(y Yo)Ai + f f PidVdU|at 2t, 

(52)

Ai= 1 [A XY)A, PdVd1
at 2t, [ L jjrj i

(53)

where we have also introduced the normalized lasing fre-
quency y = (w -co-)/y, the normalized cavity frequency yo

(41) = - )/y, and the decay parameter = 2 tc.
Equations (48)-(53) allow for the possibility of a distribu-

tion of the natural transition center frequencies (U in the
(42) normalized units). However, available pulsation data for

xenon lasers have mostly been obtained using monoisotopic
xenon. Consequently, the dependent variables in these

(43) equations may, for present purposes, be regarded as, delta
functions of U. With-this understanding, the form of Eqs.
(48)-(53) remains unchanged, provided that U is set equal to
zero in Eqs. (48) and (49) and the integral over U is removed
from Eqs. (52) and (53). This reduced form of the equations
is the basis for the numerical solutions described in Section

(45)

where we have introduced the new variables

V - Y (46)
eU By

c,- ooU = a °,(47)
,Y

and e = (Avh/Mvd)(ln 2)1/2 is the natural damping ratio.43

With these substitutions, Eqs. (13), (14), (17), (18), (21), and
(22) take on the relatively simple forms

apr
= Y[P + (y -U- V)Pi -AiD], (48)

at

at= -y[Pi - (y U V)Pr +AAD, (49)

5.

4. DATA

In the previous discussions, a theoretical model has been de-
veloped for interpreting and predicting the spontaneous-
pulsation characteristics of practical laser oscillators. In order
to apply these results to any specific laser, it is necessary to
obtain values for the numerous parameters that appear in the
model. As mentioned above, our emphasis here is on the
xenon laser operating at 3.51-gm wavelength, Thus the
purpose of this section is to extract from published results
accurate values for the parameters of a xenon laser. The
following section describes various predictions of the model
when these parameter values are employed.

Among the most fundamental parameters of a xenon laser
are the lifetimes of the upper and lower laser levels. The
upper level corresponding to the 3.51-gim transition is iden-
tified as 5d [7/2];, and the lower level is 6p[5/212. The lifetimes
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Table 1. Xenon-Laser Lifetimes

Ta (nsec) Tb (nsec) Av (MHz)

Clark et al.
4 4 1350 44 3.74

Allen et al.
4 5 1365 45 3.65

Husson and Margerie46 1200a 35a 4.68
and Aymar47

a Ref 48.

of these levels have been computed many times, and the re-
sults of some typical calculations are included in Table 1.
Also shown in the table is the Lorentz (natural) linewidth
implied by these lifetimes using the formula Avn = (Ta 

1 +
Tb- )/2r. It is difficult to obtain a direct measurement of
these decay times, but there are various techniques that could
in principle be used to determine the homogeneous linewidth.
Unfortunately, at normal operating pressures, the homoge-
neous linewidth is dominated by Holtsmark (pressure)
broadening, and the Lorentz linewidth must be determined
by extrapolating experimental data to zero pressure. Studies
of this type yield good agreement with the linewidth values
shown in Table 1, but they may not have sufficient resolution
to select a particular set of lifetimes from this table. Never-
theless, to be specific and consistent with several recent in-
vestigations, we have adopted the values of Husson and
Margerie46 and Aymar,47 namely, Ta = 1200 nsec and Tb = 35
nsec. Another important parameter in these studies is the
upper-state branching ratio. In particular, it is necessary to
obtain a value for Yab. It has been shown experimentally4 9

and theoretically50 that almost every spontaneous decay from
the upper laser level of xenon leads directly to the lower level.
Consequently, for our xenon calculations we have used the
relationship Yab - oYa

The values of the pressure-broadening coefficients for the
xenon laser at 3.51-Mm wavelength have also been reported,
but the actual numerical values quoted depend somewhat on
the theoretical procedure chosen to interpret the experimental
data. Based on saturated spectroscopy measurements, Nella
et al. have reported a value for the phase-interrupting collision
rate of 'Yph = (4.5 X 10-9 )-lP sec', where P is the pressure

in Torr.51 Cahuzac et al. obtained similar but more detailed
results and found that the effective homogeneous-broadening
coefficient is a nonlinear function of pressure.3 9 In linear-
absorption laser experiments it has been shown that for most
pressures of interest the true phase-interruption rate can be
written Yph = X X 10.9 X 106P sec'1,48 while the additional
nonlinear terms are a consequence of velocity-changing col-
lisions.40 48 In our calculations, we have adopted this value
for Yph. Our experimental lasers have generally operated at
the vapor pressure of xenon at 77 K or 5 mTorr (Ref. 52) [or
3 mTorr (Ref. 39)], and thus the phase-decay rate assumed
here is Yph = 0.17 X 106 sec-1.

As just mentioned, the actual homogeneous linewidth in-
cludes important contributions due to velocity-changing
collisions, and for our theoretical model these contributions
must be included in the calculations of the coefficient y. It
follows from the data of Cahuzac et al. that, at our operating
pressure, the effective homogeneous linewidth is about 5.2
MHz.3 9 Since, as noted in Table 1, the natural linewidth is
about 4.7 MHz and phase-interrupting collisions are relatively
unimportant, it follows that velocity-changing collisions are
contributing about 0.5 MHz to the effective homogeneous

linewidth. The coefficient y for use in our calculations is 7r
X 5.2 X 106 = 16.3 X 106 sec'1.

A value is also required for the rate of strong velocity-
changing collisions. Cahuzac et al. have deduced that the rate
of weak velocity-changing collisions in xenon is roughly 2.5
X 108 sec-1 Torr'1, which in our studies would yield a rate of
about 1.25 X 106 sec .4 0 With perturbing atoms having a
mass as large as or larger than the mass of the lasing atoms,
a substantial percentage of all velocity-changing collisions may
be regarded as strong collisions that cause the atoms to nearly
forget their initial velocities.41 As a result, we may assume
that the rate ra of strong velocity-changing collisions affecting
atoms in the upper laser level will be on the order of 1 X 106

sec', and a similar value should apply to the lower laser level.
We regard this estimate as quite uncertain, and, in calculations
similar to those described in Section 5, it has been confirmed
that substantially larger or smaller values of the strong ve-
locity-changing collision rates result in poorer agreement with
experiment.

The Doppler width for the 3.51-,um transition in xenon is
reasonably well known. Under low current conditions of 1.6
mA/cm2, the gas remains close to room temperature and the
Doppler width is about 91 MHz.4 8 Under lasing conditions,
the temperature may be close to 500 K (Aid 120 MHz),53

and to be specific we have continued to use the intermediate
value of AVd = 110 MHz." Thus the natural damping ratio
used in our calculations is = Ah(ln 2) 1/2/Ad =

5.2(ln2)1/ 2/110 = 0.039.
Finally, it is important to have some estimate of the relative

size of the pumping rates into the upper and lower states of
the laser transition. According to Kliver, the unsaturated
population ratio in a xenon-laser amplifer is about na/nb 

2.6. Degeneracy factors are not important when relating
populations to the unsaturated gain, and spectral cross-re-
laxation effects also cancel out.5 5 Recalling the approximate
equality Yab Y ya, the ratio of pumping rates can be shown
to be

X\b 'bnb 1.

Xa Yana
(54)

Using the values obtained above, this is Xb/Xa = 12.2.

5. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

There are several basic features of the experimental sponta-
neous-pulsation data that a meaningful theoretical model
must be able to reproduce. Some of these features are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. First and most obviously, the model must be
capable of predicting low-threshold spontaneous pulsations.
The individual pulses may be quite complicated in shape, and
the overall pulse train may not even be periodic. As will be
discussed below, the model that has been developed in the
previous sections predicts all these features and in fact seems
to provide quantitative agreement with available experimental
data. It should be admitted, however, that the experimental
data included here were obtained using a standing-wave xenon
laser detuned from line center. Although a detuned stand-
ing-wave laser can, in principle, act like a traveling-wave ring
laser, further studies of spontaneous pulsations in standing-
wave lasers are needed and are in progress.
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frequency is lower, and the intensity repeats exactly on al-
ternate bursts. Even though the output is quite complex, it
is not chaotic in the conventional sense.

For slightly lower values of the threshold parameter the
laser enters a region of very complex behavior in which each

200

I 100

0.8 1.0 1.2

200

Fig. 1. Experimental pulsation waveforms for (a) a discharge current
of 40 mA and (b) a discharge current of 50 mA in a xenon laser. These
curves are reproduced from Ref. 11, and further experimental details
are in that reference.

The starting point for our numerical calculations is the
equation set Eqs. (48)-(53). The procedures employed here
are similar to those used in our previous study of Lamb-
equation instability."1 In particular, the time integrations
have been performed using a modified second-order Runge-
Kutta method, and after each time step the velocity integrals
have been recalculated using Simpson's rule. Other tech-
niques have also been introduced for relating the pump rates
to the threshold parameter r, for minimizing the computer run
time, etc. In this study the threshold parameter is defined
as the ratio of the unsaturated line-center gain to the gain
value required to reach threshold for line-center tuning.

The solutions of the laser equations present a wealth of
curious transient phenomena, and it is helpful first simply to
display a series of plots showing the time development of the
laser intensity. Such a series is shown in Fig. 2 with line-
center tuning and decreasing values of the threshold param-
eter r. All the physical laser parameters used in obtaining
these plots are as deduced in Section 4, except for the cavity
lifetime t. The cavity lifetime has been varied a bit, and we
find that a lifetime of 1.0 nsec, as used previously,"1 leads to
better agreement with experimental data than values a factor
of 2 larger or smaller. Hence we have continued to use t =

1.0 nsec.
The plot of normalized intensity I versus time that is shown

in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to line-center operation of the xenon
laser far above threshold with a threshold parameter of r =
3.0. This single plot illustrates many features of the won-
derfully complex xenon-laser behavior. First, and most ob-
viously, the laser is unstable under these conditions. The
output is deeply modulated and often appears as semiperiodic
bursts of short pulses. The principal period of these bursts
is about 0.2 Asec. However, if one observes that the bursts are
approximately alternating in form, it could be argued that the
period is better described as 0.4 Asec. But in fact the pulses
in this example seem to be fundamentally chaotic with no
exact long-term periodicity. With line-center tuning the
intensity goes to zero between subpulses, but this circum-
stance is slightly obscured by the limited resolution of the
plot.

The next plot, shown in Fig. 2(b), corresponds to a smaller
threshold parameter of r = 2.5. In this case, the pulsation
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Fig. 2. Theoretical spontaneous-pulsation waveforms for a single-
mode xenon laser with line-center tuning and the threshold-parameter
values: (a) r = 3.0, (b) r = 2.5, (c) r = 2.0, (d) r = 1.2, (e) r 1.1, and
(f) r = 1.06. Generally, the pulsation amplitude, frequency, and
waveform complexity decrease with decreasing values of r. Transi-
tions between periodic waveform types are usually chaotic.
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Fig. 3. Theoretical (lines) and experimental (circles) pulsation
frequencies as a function of threshold parameter (discharge current).
Dashed lines indicate the regions of chaotic output, and the dotted
line is meant to emphasize the fact that in the double-burst region the
true repetition frequency is half of what is indicated by the solid
line.

intensity burst is more similar to its immediate predecessor
with exact or almost exact burst repetition occurring after
increasing numbers of bursts. In the limit of this process,
successive bursts are exactly alike, and this limit has almost
been reached for an r value of 2.0, as shown in Fig. 2(c). In
this sequence, the drift from burst to burst is very slight and
the long-range repetition period is already several microsec-
onds.

This behavior of exactly periodic pulsation bursts continues
for threshold parameters down to about r = 1.4. At this point,
another region of chaos is entered, indicative of a transition
to a fundamentally different type of pulsation waveform. An

example of this chaotic behavior is given in Fig. 2(d) for an r
value of 1.2. The pulses here have a lower repetition rate, and,
except for the first echo pulse, the secondary pulses have
damped away.

The next step in this process is illustrated in Fig. 2(e) for
an r value of 1.1. Here, the echo pulse has drifted back until
it occurs about halfway between the principal pulses, and the
pulse train is again exactly periodic. With further decreases
in r, yet another region of chaos is encountered as the height
of the midpulse increases to equality with the principal pulse.
An example of such a sequence is shown in Fig. 2(f) for a
threshold parameter of r = 1.06. With r near 1.05, the pulse
train is exactly periodic, having equal-amplitude pulses. For
still smaller values of r the laser is stable, so that for any initial
conditions the pulsations damp toward a steady-state
output.

Figure 3 summarizes much of the information that has just
been discussed. This figure includes a theoretical plot of the
spontaneous-pulsation frequency as a function of the
threshold parameter r for a ring laser tuned to line center, and
these quantitative results are reminiscent of the simple ana-
lytical frequency curves discussed previously.17' 18 This plot
shows the regions of chaos that separate the regions of regular
pulsations. It should be noted that even within the chaos
regions there may be narrow areas of long period repetition.
For reasons of clarity, no attempt is made to represent these
areas on the plot. Also shown in the figure are some of the

experimental pulsation-frequency data that the theoretical
curve is intended to represent."1 The gain of low-pressure
xenon lasers is found to vary linearly with discharge current
for this region of operation,9 and this fact together with
threshold current measurements is used to establish the scale
for plotting the data points. The single-burst and double-
burst pulsation regions and waveforms are in excellent
agreement with experimental data such as those shown in Fig.
1.

One result of these studies is that changes from one type of
periodicity to another are generally accompanied by a region
of chaotic pulsations. Also, there are, typically, substantial
changes in the pulsation frequency and the rate of change of
frequency with pumping (slope in the plot) as the laser crosses
a region of chaos. Thus the chaos can be understood as re-
sulting from the nonlinear interaction between the tendency
to pulse with the frequency and waveform extrapolated from

above the chaos region and the tendency to pulse with the
incommensurate frequency and waveform extrapolated from
below the chaos region.

Besides the pulsation wave shape and frequency, it is also
of interest to consider the time-averaged laser intensity. In
Fig. 4 are plots of the average laser intensity as a function of
the threshold parameter r. The upper plot has been obtained
by numerically averaging the laser pulsation waveforms. The
lower plot shows the steady-state intensity solutions of the
same equations. The most striking feature of these results
is the dramatic increase in average power that occurs when the
laser is pulsing. This increase in average power associated
with a pulsing output has long been known in other studies
of optical oscillations and has been attributed to an underlying
"maximum emission principle." 56 Although this principle
is not always consistent with the more fundamental Hamil-
ton's principle, it may provide a useful context for interpreting
existing instability data.57

The regions of chaotic output are also indicated in Fig. 4.
It is interesting to note that with increased pumping the
transitions to more complex pulsation waveforms may be
accompanied by an increase in slope of the intensity-versus-
threshold-parameter curve. Of the many solution types that

30

20

10

0
0 1 2 3

Fig. 4. Theoretical normalized-average output intensity as a function
of threshold parameter for a laser tuned to line center. Dashed lines
indicate the regions of chaos, and the lower curve shows the steady-
state intensity that would result if all time derivatives were set to
zero.
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Fig. 5. Theoretical spontaneous-pulsation waveforms for a single-
mode xenon laser with a threshold parameter of r = 1.7 and detunings
of (a) Av = 0, (b) A = 2.5AVh, (c) AP = 5AVh, and (d) AP =
7.5APh-

are possible well above threshold, the one that yields the
largest average intensity may be the one that is selected. The
practical consequence of these results is that neglecting the
possibility of pulsations in a theoretical study may lead to a
substantial underestimate of the average laser output power.
For nonlinear applications it is especially important to rec-
ognize that under pulsating conditions this enhanced average
power is condensed into rather sharp spikes, which would
further enhance the beam effectiveness.

The model that has been developed here can also be applied
to study the effects of cavity detuning on the pulsation char-
acteristics. A series of pulsation waveforms for various values
of detuning is shown in Fig. 5. All these pulsations are ob-
tained with a threshold parameter of r = 1.7. With zero de-
tuning, the pulsations are essentially periodic with the output
appearing as a train of nearly identical bursts. Detuning the
laser from line center generally tends to increase the com-
plexity of the output. With a detuning of 2.5 homogeneous
linewidths, the output bursts have ceased to be identical, and
the intensity no longer vanishes between the smaller secon-
dary pulses. With a detuning of 5.OAh, the pulses are more
irregular, and the intensity remains substantial between the
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major bursts. Still stranger pulses are observed with a de-
tuning of 7.5Avh.

The laser model can also be readily applied to lasers under
other operating conditions. The pulsation waveforms ob-
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Fig. 6. Theoretical spontaneous-pulsation waveforms for a higher-
pressure (50-mTorr) single-mode xenon laser with line-center tuning
and the threshold-parameter values (a) r = 2.0, (b) r = 1.8, (c) r = 1.6,
(d) r = 1.4, (e) r = 1.2, and (f) r = 1.1. Pulsations are faster, exhibit
less ringing, and have a higher instability threshold than the lower-
pressure situation represented in Fig. 2.
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tained by Maeda and Abraham2 4 and by Abraham et al.12

generally correspond to much higher xenon pressure than used

in our own experiments. To indicate the consequences of
higher pressure and to represent these additional data better,
we have adjusted the relaxation rates in the model to corre-
spond to a xenon pressure of 50 mTorr rather than 5 mTorr.
In principle, the line-broadening effects of helium buffer gas

could also be included since the appropriate coefficients have
been reported.4 8 However, our only purpose here is to indi-

cate the qualitative effects of higher pressure, and, for sim-
plicity, helium is assumed to be absent. The results are shown

in Fig. 6 for line-center tuning and a range of threshold-pa-
rameter values. A comparison of Figs. 2 and 6 shows that for

similar values of the threshold parameter the higher-pressure
laser pulses faster with simpler pulsation waveforms. Also,

the threshold for pulsations is significantly higher because of
the increase in the homogeneous linewidth relative to the
Doppler linewidth. All these theoretical results are confirmed

qualitatively in the experimental data referenced above.

6. DISCUSSION

One of the most intriguing aspects of laser oscillation is the

occasional occurrence of spontaneous undamped output

pulsations, especially when there are no obvious modulation
mechanisms. The idea that there might be fundamental in-

stabilities in the laser equations is as old as the invention of

the laser. The particular type of instability discussed here

can have a very low threshold and explains the spontaneous
pulsations that have been observed in xenon lasers. More
recently, similar pulsations have been obtained with the
3.39-jim transition in helium-neon lasers.3 2 Although our

original numerical solutions yielded qualitative agreement
with observed experimental data, there were also some sub-

stantial quantitative discrepancies. The purpose of this study
has been to develop an improved ring-laser model that takes

account of the most important physical properties of a typical
gas-laser system.

There are several respects in which this model has been
improved. It now includes the possibility of direct sponta-

neous relaxation between the two laser states as well as the

possibility of spectral cross relaxation due to velocity-changing
collisions. Also, an attempt has been made to extract the most

accurate physical parameters from the published xenon lit-
erature. As nearly as can be determined, the model seems to
reproduce exactly the spontaneous-pulsation data obtained
in our own xenon-laser experiments except for data that de-

pend explicitly on the standing-wave nature of the fields for
tuning near the Lamb dip. While it is harder to compare the

model with data obtained elsewhere, our calculations for

higher-pressure xenon lasers seem to be in general agreement

with the experimental results of Maeda and Abraham24 and
Abraham et al. 12 It will be of interest in the future to use this

model in exploring the actual or potential pulsation charac-
teristics of other laser systems, and the results become espe-

cially important for applications that would benefit from the
dramatically increased peak and average power.

* The author is also with the Department of Electrical

Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, California
90024.
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